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Abstract: Femtosecond laser processing technology offers a promising technique for the preparation
of micro and nanostructures of single-crystal silicon carbide (SiC), thanks to its high precision and
non-destructive processing. However, further research is needed to optimize processing parameters,
as well as improve efficiency and quality of the process. This study conducts experiments to explore
the effects of femtosecond laser ablation on single-crystal SiC. The influence and significance of
parameters, such as fluence (F), repetition rate, scan speed (S), multipass scanning (c) and numerical
aperture on the performance of grooves, including groove depth, groove width, heat-affected zone
(HAZ) width, material removal rate (MRR) and side wall inclination angle, were studied. The
results show that the influence of fluence and numerical aperture on groove depth, groove width,
HAZ width, MRR and side wall inclination angle is very significant. The scan speed has a very
significant effect on the groove depth, groove width, HAZ width and side wall inclination angle but
has insignificant effect on the MRR. Repetition rate and multipass scanning have a very significant
effect on groove depth, HAZ width, MRR and side wall inclination angle and a moderately significant
effect on groove width. The experimental methods of increasing the aspect ratio and reducing the
HAZ width were studied, and a significance analysis was carried out. Fluence, multipass scanning
and z-layer feed have significant effects on groove depth, groove width, aspect ratio, HAZ width and
MRR. The influence of polarization angle on groove depth, groove width, aspect ratio and MRR is
insignificant.

Keywords: femtosecond laser; silicon carbide; processing performance

1. Introduction

Single-crystal SiC possesses many advantages, including outstanding optical proper-
ties, excellent thermal stability, high chemical inertia and high hardness. Owing to these
features, it finds widespread applications in various fields, such as integrated circuits, solar
cells and photoelectric detection, among others [1]. Fabricating micro/nanostructures on
the surface of single-crystal SiC using traditional manufacturing technologies is challenging
due to its difficult-to-machine property. However, femtosecond laser technology offers a
powerful solution for the micro/nano fabrication of SiC materials. This method has advan-
tages, such as high 3D-precision and non-invasive manufacturing characteristics [2]. The
femtosecond laser processing technology, which has the advantages of three-dimensional
high-precision and non-destructive processing, provides a technical means for the prepara-
tion of micro/nanostructures of single-crystal SiC [3,4]. Based on the characteristics and
application requirements of femtosecond laser machining, many scholars have conducted
experimental research on femtosecond laser micro-machining [5,6].

To fabricate grooves or ablation craters with low thermal damage, high aspect ratio,
and MRR, commonly used methods include changing the processing environment or
adjusting laser parameters, such as liquid assisted processing, selective chemical etching
assisted processing and the temporal and spatial modulation of the beam. When machining
grooves are fabricated in an ambient environment, the depth of material removal is mainly
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controlled via the optical penetration depth within the low fluence range [7]. With the
increase in fluence and its pulse number, the interaction between pulses increases the
absorption of materials to subsequent pulses, and the effect of heat accumulation on
material removal cannot be ignored. However, cracks, fragments and recast layers appeared
around the ablation crater [8]. In addition, pulse width and wavelength also have a certain
impact on material ablation [9,10]. When the pulse width is narrower and the peak fluence
is higher, the enhanced ultrafast absorption of laser energy by the material is stronger,
resulting in an increase in ablation depth. However, when the pulse width decreases to a
certain value, the further reduction of the pulse width will lead to an increase in threshold
fluence and the width of the groove will not change with the change of pulse width.
When the laser wavelength is shorter and the photon energy is greater, the processing
accuracy will be higher, the ablation depth will be greater and the ablation threshold will
be lower [10].

In order to eliminate the recast layer and thermal damage introduced by femtosec-
ond laser processing in the air environment, many scholars have adopted liquid assisted
methods. The flow and volatilization of ethanol help further carry away the ablative debris,
reduce the redeposition of ablative materials and facilitate the discharge of debris from
the crater [11]. The ablation depth of ethanol assisted lithography is deeper than that of
processing in ambient air, and ethanol-assisted lithography does not generate additional
thermal damage around the crater. Distilled water assistance is also commonly used in
the preparation of high surface quality grooves [12]. The underwater femtosecond laser
processing method can effectively reduce the redeposition of debris in the surrounding
area of the groove, thereby improving the processing quality. However, the uncertainty of
laser-induced bubbles and material deposition limits the surface accuracy and processing
efficiency of grooves. Zheng et al. [13] observed the femtosecond laser processing of under-
water SiC ceramics using a high-speed camera and found that the disturbance degree of
laser induced bubbles is closely related to the size, distribution and motion of the bubbles.
When small bubbles aggregate into large bubbles and adhere to the bottom or side wall of
the groove, it greatly affects the reflection, refraction and scattering of the laser beam.

Due to the limitations of underwater processing, many scholars have combined fem-
tosecond laser processing with selective chemical etching methods to process SiC. After
processing the surface of the workpiece material with femtosecond laser, a mixture of
hydrofluoric acid and nitric acid is used for the selective chemical etching of the laser
modified area. Craters can be fabricated on the workpiece material, and the chemical
composition around the craters is the same as that of the unprocessed surface, without
introducing impurities [14]. In addition to craters, grating structures can also be prepared
on the surface of workpiece materials using femtosecond laser processing combined with
chemical etching methods [15].

Changing the characteristics of the laser beam is also a commonly used measure
to improve the processing effect. To improve processing efficiency and consistency, a
diffractive optical element is used to divide a laser beam into five laser beams [16]. A single
scan can obtain five uniform laser induced modified regions with similar morphology.
Then, the materials of these modified regions are etched with hydrofluoric acid to form a
micro-groove array, which increases processing efficiency by five times and obtains high
aspect ratio grooves. In addition, when the laser intensity is higher than the ablation
level, the Gaussian beam will be nonlinear distortion, and the Bessel beam can resist this
instability. Therefore, Bessel beams are more suitable for groove machining with high
aspect ratios [17].

The changes in the processing environment also have a significant impact. When
the ambient pressure drops, the ionization effect of the air weakens, the depth of erosion
increases and the sediment around the erosion crater is less [18]. When using etching
gas and nitrogen gas for material processing, rough surface quality can be formed on
the material, while in a vacuum environment, relatively good surface quality can be
obtained [19]. As the ambient pressure increases, the collision between plasmas increases,
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resulting in an increase in energy reaching the material surface and an increase in ablation
depth. However, the number of splashes on the sample surface increases. When the
environmental pressure continues to increase, due to the obstruction of environmental
gases and dense plasma, the processing depth decreases and the splashes on the surface of
the workpiece will decrease [20].

In order to further understand the femtosecond laser processing performance of single-
crystal silicon carbide and obtain a low thermal damage, high aspect ratio and high MRR,
it is essential to conduct experiments on the femtosecond laser processing of silicon carbide
micro-grooves. Hence, in the present study, experimental research was conducted on
the feasibility of femtosecond laser processing of single-crystal SiC. Based on previous
research [21,22], this paper conducts single factor experiments and significance analysis
to investigate the femtosecond laser processing of grooves of SiC. The effects of laser
parameters, such as laser fluence, scan speed, repetition rate and multi-pass scanning on
the depth, width, HAZ width and side wall inclination angle of the grooves, are discussed.
Experimental methods for improving the aspect ratio and surface quality of grooves are
discussed and the significance of the experimental results is analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

The femtosecond laser micro-processing system employed in the experiment can
emit a collimated beam with a wavelength of 800 nm, a pulse width of 35 fs, maximum
single pulse energy of 13 mJ and a maximum repetition rate of 1 kHz. The laser beam is
horizontally linearly polarized, and the pulse energy approximately follows a Gaussian
distribution. The diameter of the laser beam before focusing is 12 mm. After focusing the
laser beam through a 20 × 0.4 long-focus objective lens, the spot diameter is 36.63 µm.
The sample used in this experiment is N-type 4H single-crystal SiC, with a diameter of 50
mm and a thickness of 350 µm. Before laser processing, the workpiece was ultrasonically
cleaned with ethanol and distilled water for 15 min. After cleaning, it was installed on an
X-Y workbench, and the experiment was conducted in ambient air. After the experiment,
the depth, width, HAZ width and side wall inclination angle of the grooves were observed
via laser microscope. The surface morphology was observed using scanning electron
microscopy.

Figure 1 shows the machined surface morphology of the groove. The groove depth,
groove width, HAZ width, side wall inclination angle and cross-sectional area can be
observed and measured under the laser microscope. MRR is equal to the scan speed
multiplied by the cross-sectional area.
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Figure 1. Machined surface morphology of groove shape. Figure 1. Machined surface morphology of groove shape.

Table 1 contains two single factor experimental schemes. Experiment 1 was used to
analyze the significance of the influence of process parameters on the machined surface
morphology (groove depth, groove width, HAZ width and side wall inclination angle) and
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MRR. Each group of experiments was repeated three times. For each group of experiments,
the magnification of a long focal length objective lens is 20 and 60, respectively, and
the numerical aperture NA is 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. A total of 25 experiments were
conducted, with each experiment repeated three times.

Table 1. Single factor experimental scheme.

Experiment 1

Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Fluence (J/cm2) 1.77 1.89 2.01 2.13 2.26
Scan speed (µm/s) 50 150 250 350 450
Repetition rate (Hz) 200 400 600 800 1000

Multi-scanning 1 2 3 4 5
NA 0.4 0.6 - - -

Experiment 2

Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Fluence (J/cm2) 1.77 1.89 2.01 2.13 2.26
Scan speed (µm/s) 5 10 50 100 300

Polarization angle (◦) 0 30 60 90 -
Multi-scanning 1 5 10 30 60

Feed step size ∆z (µm) 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 1

Experiment 2 shows a single factor experimental scheme, with each experiment re-
peated three times using a long focal length of 20 × 0.4 objective lens processing. The
morphology of the grooves after processing was observed using confocal laser microscopy
and scanning electron microscopy. Use a half-wave plate to adjust the polarization (E, elec-
tric field) direction of the laser beam to be parallel to the scanning direction (polarization
angle 0◦) or perpendicular to the scanning direction (polarization angle 90◦). As shown
in Figure 2, when machining layer by layer along the z-direction (referred to as z-layer
feeding), the total feed rate of the laser beam in the depth direction remains at 30 µm. The
purpose of this experiment is to design experimental parameters according to the previous
single factor experiment, so as to obtain grooves with larger aspect ratio and smaller HAZ
width.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Significance Analysis

Table 2 shows variance analysis results of the groove depth D, groove width W, MRR,
HAZ width and side wall inclination angle θ. The influence of fluence and numerical
aperture on groove depth, groove width, HAZ width, MRR and side wall inclination angle
is very significant. The scan speed has a very significant effect on the groove depth, groove
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width, HAZ width and side wall inclination angle but has an insignificant effect on the
MRR. Repetition rate and multipass scanning have a very significant effect on groove depth,
HAZ width, MRR and side wall inclination angle, and a moderately significant effect on
groove width. The effect of scan speed on MRR is insignificant, while the effect of repetition
rate on groove width is moderately significant.

Table 2. Significance analysis of the effect of process parameters on the morphology of grooves.

Variable Depth (µm) Width (µm) MRR (µm3/s) HAZ (µm) Θ (◦)

Fluence (J/cm2) *** *** *** *** ***
Scan speed (µm/s) *** *** - *** ***
Repetition rate (Hz) *** ** *** *** ***

Multi-scanning *** ** *** *** ***
NA *** *** *** *** ***

** moderately significant 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05; *** very significant p ≤ 0.01; - insignificant p > 0.1.

The femtosecond laser processing of silicon carbide grooves is mainly used for micro-
cavities, micro-mechanical systems, water droplet based micro-fluidic devices, micro-fluidic
sensors and biosensors. Grooves with high aspect ratio, high MRR and small HAZ width
help reduce friction in micro-fluidic devices and improve flow ability. A larger scan speed
has insignificant impact on MRR, while a smaller scan speed has a very significant impact
on MRR. A smaller number of multipass scanning has a moderately significant impact on
groove width, while a larger number of multipass scanning has a very significant impact on
groove width. In order to inject more laser energy into the workpiece, a smaller scanning
speed and larger number of multipass scanning were used in Experiment 2. Table 3 shows
the variance analysis results of groove depth, groove width, MRR, HAZ width and aspect
ratio. The fluence, multipass scanning, scan speed and z-layer feed all have a significant
impact on the machining characteristics. The polarization angle only has a significant effect
on the HAZ width but has insignificant effect on the groove depth, groove width, aspect
ratio and MRR.

Table 3. Significance analysis of process parameters on processing characteristics.

Variable Depth (µm) Width (µm) Aspect Ratio MRR (µm3/s) HAZ (µm)

Fluence (J/cm2) *** *** *** *** ***
Scan speed (µm/s) *** *** *** *** ***
Multipass scanning *** *** *** *** ***

Polarization angle (◦) - - - - ***
z-layer feed (µm) *** *** *** *** ***

*** very significant p ≤ 0.01; - insignificant p > 0.1.

3.2. Experimental Results
3.2.1. Analysis of Single Factor Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows the fluence distribution of Gaussian beam. The spatial distribution of
Gaussian beam shows that the energy is mainly concentrated in the center of the laser spot,
so only the energy at the center of the spot is greater than the ablation threshold energy. As
the laser fluence increases, the central radius of the spot area with energy greater than the
ablation threshold increases. The distribution of laser fluence in the direction of spot radius
is [9]:

F(r) = Fmaxe
− 2r2

ω2
0 (1)

where Fmax. is the peak fluence, r is the radial size, and ω0 is the waist radius.
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Figure 3. Fluence distribution of Gaussian beam (F1 > F2).

From Equation (1), it can be seen that in the direction of laser radius, the laser fluence
decreases exponentially with the increase in radius. As the peak fluence increases, more
energy is injected into the workpiece in the laser propagation direction, and the change in
the depth direction of the groove is more significant than the change in the width direction
of the groove.

Figure 4 shows the effect of fluence on the size of groove, MRR, HAZ and side wall
inclination angle. As shown in Figure 4a, as the fluence increases, the temperature and
carrier density in the conduction band increase, thereby increasing light absorption [23].
The more energy is deposited in the material and the groove is wider and deeper. As shown
in Figure 4b, the MRR increases with the increase in laser fluence. Due to the high laser
fluence allowing more energy to be input into the material at a constant scan speed and
pulse repetition rate, the depth and width of the groove increase, resulting in an increase in
the cross-sectional area of the groove. It can be seen from Figure 4c that with the increase in
laser fluence, the laser cladding layer increases and the HAZ increases. The recoil force is
the main reason for the irregular edges of redeposition and recasting humps [24]. As shown
in Figure 4d, as the laser fluence increases, material removal increases, the inclination angle
of the sidewall increases and the grooves become steeper.
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Figure 5 shows the effect of scan speed on the size of groove, MRR, HAZ and side
wall inclination angle. With the increase in laser scan speed, the laser energy received by
SiC in unit time decreases and the width, depth, side wall inclination angle and HAZ of
the groove gradually decrease. The laser energy deposited into the material is directly
proportional to the spot overlap rate (PO), and the spot overlap rate and effective pulse
number (N0) can be expressed as [7]:

PO =

(
1 − S

f D

)
100% (2)

N0 =
1

1 − PO
=

f D
S

. (3)

In the formula, D is the diameter of the laser spot on the workpiece, S is the scanning
speed and f is the repetition rate.

According to Equations (2) and (3), when the scan speed increases from 50 µm/s to
450 µm/s, the spot overlap rate decreases from 99.86% to 98.77%. As can be seen from
Figure 5a,b, with the increase in scan speed, the overlap rate of light spot decreases, and the
energy of injected material decreases, so the material removal decreases. It can be seen from
Figure 5c,d that with the increase in scan speed, the number of effective pulses decreases
and the HAZ decreases. Due to the decrease in groove depth, groove width and groove
cross-sectional area, the inclination angle of the material sidewall decreases.
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Figure 6 shows the effect of repetition rate on the size of groove, MRR, HAZ and side
wall inclination angle. As shown in Figure 6a, the size of the groove increases with the
increase in pulse repetition rate. When the repetition rate increases from 200 Hz to 1 kHz,
the spot overlap rate increases from 97.95% to 99.59%, resulting in an increase in the laser
energy received by the workpiece per unit time.
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As shown in Figure 6b, with the increase in repetition rate, the MRR increases. Increas-
ing the repetition rate of laser pulses can provide more energy for the target material of a
given area at constant scan speed and laser fluence, thereby increasing the cross-sectional
area and achieving a higher MRR. It can be seen from Figure 6c,d that with the increase
in repetition rate, the energy of injected material increases and the HAZ and side wall
inclination angle increase.

Figure 7 shows the effect of multipass scans on the groove size, MRR, HAZ and
side wall inclination angle. Figure 7a,b show that repeated scanning increases the laser
energy injected into the groove, increases the material absorption rate induced by multi-
pulse laser [23] and melts the amorphous material in the groove under the repeated
high temperature caused by multi pulse laser. Therefore, the groove depth and MRR
increase with the increase in multipass scanning. Due to the fixed diameter of the spot,
the groove width slightly increases with the increase in multipass scanning. It can be seen
from Figure 7c that with the increase in multipass scanning, the laser energy is injected
repeatedly, the laser energy at the edge of the spot accumulates and the HAZ increases. As
shown in Figure 7d, as the number of scans increases, the inclination angle of the sidewall
increases and the sidewall of the V-shaped groove become steeper.
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Figure 8 shows the influence of numerical aperture on the size of groove, HAZ and
MRR. With the increase in the numerical aperture, the focus energy of the processing area
increases while the focus energy of the HAZ decreases in the direction of the laser radius.
It can be seen from Figure 8a–c that with the increase in numerical aperture, the groove
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depth increases and the groove width and HAZ decrease. When NA = 0.6, as the fluence
increases, due to the width of the groove is smaller, the recast material accumulates and
blocks in the groove and the groove depth first increases and then remains unchanged. As
shown in Figure 8d, an increase in numerical aperture means a decrease in the size of the
laser spot and a decrease in the cross-sectional area of the groove, resulting in a decrease in
MRR.
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Figure 8. Effect of numerical aperture on groove size, HAZ and MRR. (a) Depth; (b) width; (c) HAZ;
(d) MRR.

3.2.2. Analysis of the Experimental Results of the Aspect Ratio and the HAZ Width of Grooves

Figure 9 shows the effect of laser fluence on the aspect ratio and the HAZ of the groove.
As shown in Figure 9a, the maximum aspect ratio of the groove is 0.15. According to
Section 3.2.1, since the laser fluence has a greater impact on the groove depth than the
groove width, increasing the fluence can increase the aspect ratio of the groove. It can be
seen from Figure 9b that increasing the fluence can increase the HAZ of the groove, and the
maximum HAZ is 5.62 µm.
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Figure 9. Influence of laser fluence on the aspect ratio and HAZ of grooves. (a) Aspect ratio; (b) HAZ.
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Figure 10 shows the effect of scan speed on the aspect ratio and HAZ of grooves.
When the scan speed is 5 µm/s, the maximum aspect ratio is 0.6 and the HAZ is 7.52 µm.
Figure 11 shows the effect of scan speed on the ablation morphology. It can be seen from
the figure that with the increase in scan speed, ripples appear on the side wall of the groove
and in the HAZ. Due to a decrease in scan speed and an increase in spot overlap rate, the
injected laser energy increases, resulting in a recast layer at the edge of the groove and a
valley-like overlap layer on the side wall of the groove [5,6].
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Figure 10. Effect of scan speed on the aspect ratio and HAZ of grooves. (a) Aspect ratio; (b) HAZ.
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Figure 11. Effect of scan speed on ablation morphology. (a) Morphology at S = 5 µm/s; (b) HAZ at
S = 5 µm/s; (c) Side wall at S = 5 µm/s; (d) morphology at S = 300 µm/s; (e) HAZ at S = 300 µm/s;
(f) side wall at S = 300 µm/s.

Figure 12 shows the effect of multipass scanning on the aspect ratio and the HAZ
of grooves. As shown in Figure 12a, as the number of scans increases, the aspect ratio of
the groove increases. When the number of scans is 60, the maximum aspect ratio is 0.79.
Figure 12b shows that the HAZ is basically unchanged due to the limitation of the spot
diameter when the number of scans is 10, 30 and 60.
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Figure 13 shows the effect of multipass scanning on the ablation morphology. When
scanning with a single laser beam, due to the Gaussian distribution of the laser beam, the
center of the groove is coarse ripple structure, and the edge is fine ripple structure. As the
number of multi-pass scans increases, thermal damage caused by thermal accumulation
will form at the edge of the laser spot, resulting in an increase in irregular craters on the
sidewall of the groove. Figure 14 shows the effect of multipass scanning on the ablation
profile. As the number of scans increases, the depth and width of the groove increase.
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Figure 13. Effect of multipass scanning on femtosecond laser ablation morphology. (a) Morphology
at c = 1; (b) side wall at c = 1; (c) HAZ at c = 1; (d) morphology at c = 60; (e) side wall at c = 60;
(f) HAZ at c = 60.
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Figure 14. Effect of multipass scanning on ablation profile. (a) 3D topography at c = 1; (b) profile at
c = 1; (c) 3D topography at c = 30; (d) profile at c = 30.

Figure 15 shows the effect of polarization angle on the aspect ratio and the HAZ of
grooves. As shown in Figure 15a, the polarization angle has little effect on the aspect ratio of
the groove. Due to the same material removal mechanism, laser polarization mainly affects
the direction of the electric field distribution, without affecting the total energy transferred
to the workpiece. Therefore, the depth of the groove is mainly affected by variables related
to energy, such as laser fluence, scan speed, repetition rate, etc., but is little affected by the
polarization of the stimulated light. It can be seen from Figure 15b that the HAZ slightly
increases with the increase in polarization angle due to the acceleration of the photoelectric
field on the super-hot electron jet.
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By using a z-layer feeding layer-by-layer machining method, both sides of the groove
will interfere with the laser beam, so excessive feeding layers will limit the removal of the
groove. For the same objective and laser parameters, the Rayleigh length is a collimation
distance, and the ablation process is carried out on the focal plane. When z = 0, the HAZ is
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1.92 µm, and the aspect ratio is 0.12. When the laser is fed downwards, the radiation area
of the material increases, resulting in a significant increase in groove width. Although a
certain depth was fed, some of the laser was reflected and scattered, so the next processing
cannot produce the same depth as the initial processing. The depth of the groove is less
than the total feed rate and decreases with the increase in the z-layer feed step.

Figure 16 shows the effect of z-layer feeding on the aspect ratio of groove and the
HAZ. It can be seen from the figure that with the increase in feed step, the aspect ratio and
the HAZ decrease, and the maximum aspect ratio is 0.82. When the feed step size of z layer
decreases, the number of repeated feeds required increases, which can significantly improve
the aspect ratio, but at the cost of increasing the HAZ and processing time. Figure 17 shows
the effect of z-layer feeding on the ablation morphology. It can be seen from Figure 17a–c
that the side wall of the groove presents uneven blocky structure and fine particles, and
the HAZ presents an irregular recast layer. It can be seen from Figure 17d–f that when
the multipass scanning is 30 and the feed step is 1 µm, the side wall of the groove has
an uneven periodic corrugated structure, a small amount of crater structure and a small
amount of recast layer in the HAZ. The z-layer feeding method is an improvement on the
multipass scanning, but the aspect ratio is greater than that obtained by the same scanning
time.
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4. Conclusions

This study aims to investigate the significance and analyze the variance of different
factors that can influence femtosecond laser processing of single-crystal SiC, through
experimental methods. The findings indicate that laser fluence and numerical aperture have
a significant impact on the size of groove and the HAZ during femtosecond laser processing
of single-crystal SiC. The study findings suggest that repetition rate and multipass scanning
have a considerable influence on groove depth, MRR, HAZ and sidewall inclination angle
during the femtosecond laser processing of single-crystal SiC. Additionally, they also
moderately affect the groove width. The scan speed has a significant effect on the groove
depth, groove width, HAZ and side wall inclination angle but has insignificant effect on
the MRR. Increasing the laser energy injected into the workpiece, such as increasing the
fluence, reducing the scan speed, increasing the repetition rate, increasing the multipass
scanning and increasing the numerical aperture, can increase the material removal and
HAZ.

The effects of process parameters on the aspect ratio and the HAZ of grooves were
experimentally studied. The results show that the aspect ratio and the HAZ can be increased
by increasing the multipass scanning, increasing the laser fluence, decreasing the scan speed
and decreasing the z-layer feed step. Increasing the laser polarization angle will slightly
increase the HAZ width on the surface of single-crystal SiC but has little effect on the
size of the groove. With an increase in the number of scans, the aspect ratio of the groove
also increases. However, due to the spot diameter limitation, the HAZ remains relatively
unchanged when the number of scans is 10, 30 and 60. Furthermore, the aspect ratio
obtained through the z-layer feeding method is greater compared to that obtained through
the same scanning time.
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